


As we have been focusing our learning experiences 

this week around vehicles and transport in our world 

today we created an experience for the children that 

not only explores learning the names of vehicles and 

learning to identify them but it also introduces       

concept of colours and counting.  

Miss Tanya showed Abigail how to reline the cars up 

when they were pulled out and she begun to            

understand the lines were a guide to how many cars 

are parked in each bay. Well done Abigail. 

Zaidyn and Ivy inspected the vehicles with intent     

curiosity. They both pushed the around on the table 

as well as being curious as to what was stuck on the 

table. Zaidyn figured out how to peel the tape off the 

table. 

 

Written by Miss Tanya 



Abigail and Zaidyn moved straight to the table where 

the instruments were and immediately begun reach-

ing out for an instrument, exploring them using differ-

ent methods to create sounds such as shaking and 

banging them. 

Abigail liked the egg shakers and realized she could 

use them as she danced to baby shark. She was able 

to multi-task and could shake the eggs and move her 

feet to the music. 

Zaidyn has become quite interested in the hand 

drums. He now knows how to use them properly and 

can hit the skin of the drum with accuracy creating a 

beautiful sound. 
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Today the children have yet again explored the      

vehicles that the wonders of technology and mother 

nature have created. Our resources help the        

children explore the marvel through role play and 

assists them to develop memory recognition and  

recall. 

We talked about the different purpose of each   

helping them to learn what it is used for. Ivy           

explored the lawn mower used to cut grass, Zaidyn 

and Abigail were taking a casual ride on their horses 

and Abigail also found it intriguing to inspect the 

physical components of the train. 
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To bring our interest of vehicles to a creative light we 

painted so green card today to decorate our     

friendship buses. 

We used green card and blue, red ,green and blue 

paint with thin brushes to paint it.  

When we cut out the windows and added the pic-

tures of them and some of their friends it brought so 

much amazement to the children and they were 

pointing at the picture showing they are recognizing 

the people in the photos. 
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Our little Seahorse children have become so       

confident in using the obstacle course. Their bodies 

have become stronger and their balance more   

sturdy. 

They showed us today that they could crawl along 

the play gym as well as stand walk along it too. Abi-

gail has worked out how to climb up the spotted red 

ladder spider crawls up the plank showing excellent 

confidence and control. 

Zaidyn wanted to copy Abigail and followed her and 

learned from her. Though he is still uncertain about 

the circle ladder he did attempt to give it a go. 
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• Balance and coordination 

• Cultural respect  

• Curiosity 

• Knowledge of common  

technology in our world. 

• Handedness 

• Pencil grip 

• Colour recognition 

• Counting 

• Memory recall and       

recognition. 
Today was a much quitter day than normal and 

we have found that this wind is bringing with it 

some illness. 

We have focused a lot today on hygiene and 

helping the children to recognise when they may 

need a tissue through discussions and            

descriptive language, 



Seahorse 
Staff Name Megan Tanya   

Shift 8.00-4.00 8.45-5.00   

Date 21st July 21 Rest Pause 10 mins 10 mins   

Day Wednesday Lunch 
11.00-11.30 12.15-1.00   

CHILD'S NAME Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time Clothing  

Abigail all all all 11.50 1.40   

Ivy all all all 11.45 1.30   

Zaidyn all all all 11.50 12.00   

UV Rating    
Morning 
Tea   Rice cakes and rock melon and pear 

Lunch Macarooni Cheese pasta bake 
Afternoon 
tea   Chocolate cake and fresh fruit 


